M1930 Conveyor Belt
Author: Alex Tung
PPT: Jason

Solution
• A greedy approach
• For each column, we want that both cells can send the item to (2, N)
• If it is not possible, we still want to have one of the cells to do so
• For each column, fix the direction(s) so that the cells reachable to (2,
N) is maximized

Solution
• Starting from the last column, try all possible arrangements for that
column to find which gives the best result
• The “?” on the first row should only be either “>” or “v”
• The “?” on the second row should only be either “>” or “^”

• We can compute whether the item can be sent the cell (1, j) or (2, j)
to (2, N) using the result of (1, j + 1) and (2, j + 1)
• Handle the computation order carefully

• Time complexity: O(N)

M1931 Solution

M1931 Subset Subset Subset Sum
Problem: Alex Tung
PPT: Susanna Chan

M1931 Solution

Given three sets, which S1 is the subset of S2, and S2 is the subset of S3
S3 contains numbers in the range of 1 to N
Consider a function f(S1, S2, S3, x), where x is a number in the range of 1 to N.
f(S1, S2, S3, x) returns v[i] if x is found is Si and i is the min number
f(S1, S2, S3, x) returns v[4] if x is not found in S3 (any of the sets)
Sum up all f(S1, S2, S3, x).

M1931 Solution

Label each number in 1 - N by 1 - 4, indicating the index of v returned by x.
Exhaust all combinations of labels for all x. Sum the values up.

It can be simpliﬁed as (v[1] + v[2] + v[3] + v[4]) * 4 ^ (n - 1) * n
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Problem Statement
• Find the number of simple paths in a given cactus graph modulo 109 + 7
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Transformation
• Any cactus graph can be (uniquely) transformed into a tree with coloured
vertices
• Intuitively, replace each cycle by a star graph with an extra red vertex as
the centre
• Attend Graph (IV) if you face diﬃculties while processing the cactus graph
• Keywords: bi-connected component, cut vertex
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Transformation
• For any pair of endpoints and any simple cycle in the original graph, either
all simple paths with those endpoints contain at least one edge of the
cycle or no simple path with those endpoints contains any edge of the
cycle
• For the former case, the number of such simple paths is ”multiplied by 2”
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Transformation
• Every simple path in the original graph becomes a simple path with blue
endpoints in the transformed graph
• But multiple simple paths in the original graph can correspond to the
same simple path in the transformed graph
• In particular, the number of such ”repeated” paths is 2k where k is the
number of red vertices on the corresponding simple path in the
transformed graph
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Transformation
• In the transformed graph, denote the path weight of the simple path from
a to b by
{
2k a and b are blue
W (a, b) =
0 otherwise
where k is the number of red vertices on that simple path
• Then the required answer is simply the sum of weights of all paths
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Tree DP
• Root the tree with an arbitrary vertex and deﬁne
∑
dpv =
W (v, i)
i in the subtree of v

(assuming v is blue for dpv )
• Similar to most of the tree DP problems, we can calculate dpv in O(N ) time
by DFS
• How to calculate the required answer by using dpv ?

• It is left as an exercise to the reader as it is an easy part in this problem
• Hint: W (a, b) contributes to the answer in DFS(lca(a, b))
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Problem Statement (Equivalent Version)
Given an undirected graph with N ≤ 100 nodes and D edges, where
D is at most 20.
Count the number of subgraphs containing exactly one edge.
Output modulo 109 + 7.

Alex Tung

M1933 Solution
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Main Idea
Fix an edge e.
Counting the number of subgraphs containing only edge e is hard;
Counting the number of subgraphs containing e (and possibly other edges
is easy !

In Fact...
For each subset S of edges, we can calculate the number of subgraphs
containing S as follows:
Suppose k nodes are not incident to any of the edges.
Then the number of such subgraphs is just 2k .

Alex Tung

M1933 Solution
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Going from “Contain” to “Exactly Contain”
Inclusion-Exclusion :)
Let f (S) be the number of subgraphs containing all edges in S.
Then, the number of subgraphs containing exactly one edge is:


N
X
X
ans =
(−1)k−1 k 
f (S)
|S|=k

k=1

or, equivalently,
ans =

X

(−1)|S|−1 |S| f (S)

S⊆E

Therefore, the answer can be computed in O(2D ) or O(2D N)
(depending on how you compute f (S)).
Alex Tung
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Correctness of the formula


N
X
X
ans =
(−1)c−1 c 
f (S)
c=1

|S|=c

Given a subset of edges T . It is counted in the calculation of f (S) for
all S ⊆ T .

There are |Tk | (|T | choose k) size-k subsets of T .

Sum of coefficients of f (S) for these subsets = (−1)k−1 k |Tk |
One can check that:
  
|T |
X
|T |
1, if |T | = 1
k−1
(−1) k
=
0, otherwise
k
k=1

Therefore, T adds 1 to answer iff |T | = 1.
Alex Tung
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M1934 Offline Ranking

Problem statement
• Given $N$ and $K$, find the rank of $K$ in $[1..N]$ when sorted
according to lexicographical order
• Originally, I want to write a problem statement but due to lack of time,
anyway

Solution
• From now on, every thing about order is under lexicographical order
e.g. 10 < 2
• Since every number is distinct, rank = number of element less than or equal
to K
• We can directly find the number of elements X that is less than or equal to
K in [1..N] by considering different length.
• Denote the length of N and K by ln and lk respectively.
• Denote the number of X less than or equal to K with length i by C_i
• We need some special handle for length of X = ln, so just assume length of
X < ln

Solution
• Looking at some examples, you can quickly find the way to count.
• Consider N=999999 K=123456 (sample 3)
C_1 = 1
C_2 = 3
C_3 = 24
C_4 = 235
C_5 = 2346
(*C_6 = 23457)

Solution
• Looks strange?
• Consider N=999999 K=123456 (sample 3)
C_1 = 1 = 0 + 1
C_2 = 3 = 2 + 1
C_3 = 24 = 23 + 1
C_4 = 235 = 234 + 1
C_5 = 2346 = 2345 + 1
(*C_6 = 23457 = 23456 + 1)

Solution
• One more example
• Consider N=999999 K=923456
C_1 = 9 = 8 + 1
C_2 = 83 = 82 + 1
C_3 = 824 = 823 + 1
C_4 = 8235 = 8234 + 1
C_5 = 82346 = 82345 + 1
(*C_6 = 823457 = 823456 + 1)

Solution
• Let K’ be K with the first digit decreased by 1
• C_i is one plus the length i prefix of K’
• Why?
• Because the smallest(in any sense) number of certain length is
1000…0
• And since 0 is included so we need to add 1 to the count

Solution
• How about K shorter than N?
• Consider N=999999 K=923
C_1 = 9 = 8 + 1
C_2 = 83 = 82 + 1
C_3 = 824 = 823 + 1
C_4 = 8230 = 8230 + 0
C_5 = 82300 = 82300 + 0
(*C_6 = 823000 = 823000 + 0)

Solution
• So for lk < i, C_i is just K’ adding 0’s until it reach the length
• Why?
• Because the smallest(in any sense) number of certain length is
1000…0
• And since K’ adding 0’s is excluded so we don’t need to add 1 to the
count

Solution
• Great, the solution is just sum of C_i calculated using the previous manner?
• This is true for K < N (I mean lexicographically)
• However, consider N = 100, K = 2
C_1 = 2 = 1 + 1
C_2 = 20 = 20 + 0
*C_3 = 200 = 200 + 0

Rank = 222???

Solution
• For N <= K, Just replace K by N when calculating the last C_i, then
everything is alright
• However, this solution will be O(ln^2) which is not fast enough, how
to increase the speed?

Solution
• We should separating those (+1)’s out
• Then we can then sum those C_i (except the last one) digit by digit, the i^th
digit can be calculate using the (i-1)^digit and K
C_1 = 9 = 8 + 1
C_2 = 83 = 82 + 1
C_3 = 824 = 823 + 1
C_4 = 8230 = 8230 + 0
C_5 = 82300 = 82300 + 0

Sum = 8*10^4 + 10*10^3 + 13*10^2 + 13*10^1 + 13*10^0 + 3

Solution
• For the last C_i, we can just add it using O(ln) addition.
• So finally, we have a O(ln) solution which is fast enough

Nice Graph - Solution
Problem Setter: Alex Poon

Solution
• Just check whether the graph is nice directly (lol).

Solution
• Step 1: Detect if there is any parallel edge / self loop
• Step 2: Check if each bi-connected component is a simple cycle (or single
node)
• To do this, we can first determine which edges are bridge, which are not
• Consider all non-bridge edges only, if all node has degree == 2 or 0, then all biconnected component is either a single node or simple cycle

Solution
• Step 3: Compress each cycle to a single node, rebuild the graph. At this
moment, a nice graph has only one vertex with degree >= 3 (which is the
special vertex) and it is connected to k simple chain

• (Note that we should also keep tracking on which node is originally a cycle)
• Step 4: Identify the special vertex, check whether the component connecting
it is a simple chain and if only the end of the chain is originally a cycle.

Solution
• Special Case: The graph is unconnected.

M1936 Solution

M1936 How Bad Is The Typo
Problem: Alex Tung
Prep: Jeremy Chow
PPT: Susanna Chan

M1936 Solution

Problem
Calculate the sum of diﬀerence between each character.
The diﬀerence is measured by the distance between the characters on the
keyboard.

M1936 Solution

Solution
Locate the location (row, column) of each character.
The distance
= vertical distance + horizontal distance
Vertical distance can be easily calculated, i.e. by the diﬀerence in rows

M1936 Solution

Solution
We go down with column unchanged / column - 1
When we go from char A to char B (rowA < rowB)
If colB <= col A, horizontal distance = max(colA - colB - vertical distance, 0)
Else horizontal distance = colB - colA
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Problem Statement
Given an array of integers a[1..N].
Count how many pairs (i, j) there are with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N, such that
a[i] × a[j] has exactly four factors.
1 ≤ N ≤ 300000, 2 ≤ a[i] ≤ 107

Alex Tung

M1937 Solution
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When will a[i] × a[j] have four factors?
Necessarily, a[i] and a[j] cannot have ≥ 4 factors.
If a[i] has two factors, it is a prime.
If a[i] has three factors, it is a square of a prime.
Similar for a[j].
There are two cases where a[i] × a[j] has four factors:
Case 1: a[i] and a[j] are distinct primes
Case 2: a[i] = p and a[j] = p 2 (or the other way round) for a prime p

Alex Tung

M1937 Solution
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What do we need to compute?
Case 1: a[i] and a[j] are distinct primes
Run Sieve of Eratosthenes to allow O(1) primality check.
Suppose there are C primes in the array. Then there will be
prime pairs (distinct or identical).

C (C −1)
2

Subtract from it the number of identical prime pairs.
If a prime p appears freq[p] times, subtract
answer.

freq[p](freq[p]−1)
2

from the

Case 2: a[i] = p and a[j] = p 2 (or the other way round) for a prime p
√
For each prime 2 ≤ p ≤ 107 , count the number of occurrences of p
and p 2 .
Time complexity: O(R log log R + N), with R = 107 .
Alex Tung

M1937 Solution
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M1938
Author: Percy
PPT: Ian

Solution 1: Binary Search On Answer
Sort the array a first.
For every query, do a binary search on answer.
Let’s say that answer could lie in range [l, r], we choose mid to see if no. of
remaining cards in [1, mid] <= k_i, if so we search in [l, mid - 1] to see if there is
better answer, else search in [mid + 1, r].
To calculate how many remaining card in [1, mid], we can see result = mid - (cards
that are stolen in range[1, mid]). So we could do another binary search to see how
many card that are stolen in range[1, mid].
O(q log 10^18 log m)

Solution 2: Binary search on answer but faster
We know that the answer must lie in range [k, n + k].
We could do a binary search to find i such that i is the last index that fulfill a[i] < k +
i. The answer would be k + i.
Why? Because a[i + 1] >= k + (i + 1) -> a[i + 1] - 1 >= k + i. Which means k + i
saftely lie in [a[i], a[i + 1] - 1] and a[i + 1] won’t affect the answer.
O(q log m)

M1939
Author: Alex Tung
Data: Ian

Firstly...
Check if there is task that is impossible to be done.
deadline on day1 and l[i] < m[i], or
deadline on day2 and l[i] * 2 < m[i]
Then, handle all tasks that have deadlines on day 1.
Obviously, you can’t do it on day 2!
If negative time left on day1 then, of course, there is no solution!

Then...
We assume all tasks that have deadline on day2 are going to be done on day2.
If m[i] > l[i], meaning it could be done in one day, so we must at least assign m[i] l[i] on day1.
As this is the least amount of time used in day1, if day1 has negative time left,
again, there is no solution.

Afterall,
As day1 might still have some time left, we should use them as well!
For each tasks that has deadline on day2, we try to increase it work in day1,
decreasing the work in day2.
After doing so, we check if there is non-negative time left in day2, if so, there is a
solution.

Code

https://ideone.com/XcfjlX

